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1. - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Exploration on the Lustdust property in 1998 continued to develop a coherent 
hydrothermal system that integrates the various zones of mineralization on the property. 
Additional work is warranted on the #l zone sulphosalt veins in the southern portion of 
the property, which contain high values of Au, Ag, Pb, Zn and Sb closely associated with 
felaic dykes. Additional work is required on the #2 and #3 o~xides Which are oxidized 
zones with high Au and Zn values +/- Pb, Ag in replacement zones. 

This large hydrothermal shows good,zonation with persistent Au mineralization 
throughout. A number of valid targets, remain untested over large portions of the property. 
Additional work in a persistent manner is warranted on this project which displays 
complex structural controls with erratic but high-grade values. 
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2; -INTRODUCTION 

The Lustdust property is located in the Omineca Mining Division of north-central 
British Columbia (Fig #l), NTS 93N/llW, at Latitude 55 34’ North and Longitude 125 
,25’ West. The property is located approximately 210 kilometers northwest of Prince 
George, B.C. and 36 kilometers east ofTakla Landing, immediately west ofthe old Takla 
Mercury Mine. 

Access to the property is gained by travelling approximately 25 kilometers of 
paved road from Fort St. James towards Tachie Lake and thence 88 kilometers along the 
Leo Creek road, 56 kilometers along the Driftwood, approximately 20 kilometers along 
the Fall-Tsyata and 3 kilometers along the Silver Creek road. This comprises a total of 
191 kilometers along forest service roads. 

2.2 - Property Status 

The Lustdust property is owned by 100% by Alpha Gold Corp. with minor 
underlying royalties. The property comprises a total of 77 units (see fig.2). 

Claim Name Record No. No. of Units Expiry Date 

M.V.l 246007 1 (2 post) 
M.V.2 246008 1 (2 post) 
wow 1 238056 1 (2 post) 
L 237969 12 
M 237970 20 
Air 238053 4 
P 238186 10 
Ink 238187 16 
Hogged 240667 12 

These claims form the 77 unit Lustdust group. 

* Pending acceptance of this report. 
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20/09/2008* 
20/09/2008* 
20/10/2008* 
17/10/2008* 
17/10/2008* 
11/10/2008* 
25/10/2008* 
23/10/2008* 
21/05/2008* 
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2.3 Physiography and Climate 

The terrain is moderate ranging in elevation from 1000-1525 meters on the 
property. Lower elevations are covered by widely spaced lodgepole pine while at 
elevatibns above 1200 meters forest cover consists of overmature spruce and balsam. 
Summers are short and rainy while moderate snowfall wi&rs persist from late September 
through April/May at these higher elevations. 

2.4 History 

The property has seen a number of operators since the original discovery of the #I 
zone in 1944 qnd includes: 

Date 

1944 

1945 

Oderator Ckiii Work 

‘WOW #l 

Zone 

Zone 1 

Zone 1 

No. 1 zone discovered and staked. 

McKee Group wow #l 
Leta Expln.Ltd. 

Trenching -106.7 meters of drifting. 

1952- 
1954 

1960 

Bralome Mines Wow #l,MVl, Zone 5306 m’s of trenching and 1429 
Ltd. MS’2, M 1,2,3,4b m’s of drilling. 

Bralome Mines Wow #l , 
Ltd. - Noranda, MVlJvlV2, M 
Canex J.V. 

Zone 
1,2,3,4b 

7 rock cuts, 34 test pits, 1508 m’s 
of cat trenching and 200 m’s of 
hand trenching. 

1963 Bralome Mines Wow #I 
Ltd. 

Zone 1 Sampling 

1964 Takla Silver 
Mines Ltd. 

wow #1 Zqie 1 229~m’s of drifting 

1966 Takla Silver wow #l,MVI, Zone 229 m’s of underground ddh 
Mines Ltd. M 1,3,4b 762 m’s of surface drilling 

1968 Takla Silver Wow#l 
Mines Ltd. 
Anch6r MineS 
Ltd. 

Zone 1 1337 m’sof surfaceddh 
573 m’s of underground ddh 
90 kg bulk sample 

1978 Granby Mining MVl, MV2, K, Zone 1, Pulse E.M. 
Corp. L M 2,3,4,4b DDH 



” 
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1980 Granby Mining LM Zone 1, airborne ( mag, VLF), ground 
Corp. 2,3,4b (mag,VLF), soil survey, 2 ddh’s 

1981 NorandaExpln. LM 
Co. Ltd. 

1986 Welcome North Wow #l, MV 1 Zone 1, Sampling 
Mines Ltd. M 3,4b 

1986 Pioneer Metals Wow #l, Mvl, Zone 1, Geological Survey 
M 2,3,4b 

1991 Alpha Gold MVl 

1992 Alpha Gold L, M 

1993 

1996’ 

Alpha Gold L,M Zone 4b 24 ddh’s- 

Teck Expln. Lustdust 

1997.’ Teck Expln. Lustdust 

3. - 1998 Program 

Zone4b 8 ddh’s ( 7 wildcat holes) 

Zone 3 10 ddh’s 906.6 m’s 

Zone 4b Trenching 
30 ddh’s- 1520 m’s 

Zone 
2,3,4,4b 

Geology, soils, trenching 

Zone 3062.8 m’s ofNQ ddh in 16ddh’s 
1,3,4,4b 

.During 1998 the following work was completed: 

1. 1,103 meters of NQ drilling were completed in 14 shallow holes. 

2. 120 samples were split and analyzed for Au geochem and 30 element ICP along with 
assays where Au, Ag qd Cu, Pb, and Zn where elkvated. 

_~ 
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4. GEOLOGY 

4.1- ‘Regional Geology 

The property is located within Permian Cache Creek rocks directly west of the 
Pinchi fault which seperates Cache Creek rocks from the Jurassic Hogged Batholith and 

. 
Takla rocks to the east. The Cache Creek sequence is beheved to be a conformable 
Permian sequence approximately 3.0 km’s thick (Armstrong 1946) consisting of a basal 
limestone sequence overlain by a argillaceous and chert dominated sequence. The units are 
strongly folded with a strong axial planar foliation along a north-northwest strike trend. 
The Pin&i fault can be traced, for approximately 600 km’s through central B.C. and is 
believed to have been initially a major thrust fault which was later reactivated as a large 
right lateral strike/slip fault. 

A number of Hg occurrences are present along the Pinchi fault along much of its 
length and a few Au and base metal occurrences are present within Cache Creek rocks 
near the Pinchi fault including; the Lustdust, Indata and Axelgold properties. 
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4.2- Property Geology 

The Lustdust property is underlain entirely by Permian Cache Creek units which 
form overturned west dipping folds (north plunging) parallel to the north-northwest 
trending Pinchi fault which lies within 1 kilometer of the eastern property boundary. The 
property is dominated by the carbonate sequences with lesser interbedded and possibly 
overlying graphitic and calcareous phyllites. To date little evidence for previously mapped 
NE trending faults has been recognized but a number of thrust faults have been 
recognized. 

In the NW comer of the property there is a -1 square kilometer monzonite plug 
which corresponds to ,a small magnetic feature on the government airborne magnetic 
survey: This plug has a number of sills parallel with bedding extending from it and is the. 
probable source of mineralization on the property. Proximal to the monzonite plug the 
phyllites are extensively homfelsed and the carbonate is replaced by garnetite skarn and 
talc-silicate banding. 

Several styles ,of mineralization are present on the property but appear genetically 
related to the monzonite plug. These include disseminated py, po, aspy in the monzonite 
stock and sills with low Au values, and garnetite skam and talc-silicate bands with values 
in Cu, Zn; Au, Ag in proximal carbonate beds (#4 zone). Slightly more distal are structural 
and stratigrapbically controlled replacement sulphide and oxide replacement bodies (zone 
2,3,3 extension and 4b). 
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These zones appear stratigraphically controlled by particularly permeable and 
karsted carbonate beds in close proximity to chlorite altered mafic tuff beds. Both the 
replacement and sulphosalt veins formin proximity to monzonite or felsic dykes which are 
generally axial planar. These zones also show signifigant thickening in the noses of 
antiforms and contain significant values of Au, Ag, Pb, Zn and Sb. The most distal style of 
mineralization is sulphosalt veins (zone 1) which follow faults and bedding plane 
structures and contain high values in Au, Ag, Pb, Zn and Sb. 

4.3- Lithology 

The units presented below are in no particular stratigraphic order and are 
presenfed for descriptive purposes: 

Unit l- Che& with Carbonaceous Phyiite- 

This unit is relatively rare and occurs within the carbonaceous phyllite package. Typically 
it is l-2 cm laminated white-grey chert beds with graphitic bedding planes with bed 
thickness’ rarely exceeding more than2.0 meters in thickness. Occasional beds may have a 
light green hue due to the presence of minor chlorite, also it is common for l-2% very 

. 
tine-gramed pyrite to be present in the matrix. Rare carbonate beds are present in this unit 
as l-10 cm recrystallized white/grey limestone beds, which are more recessive. 

Unit 1 a-Silicified and Hornfelsed equivalent of Unit 1, 

Within 600-700 meters of the monzonite plug unit 1 becomes pervasively homfelsed with 
a ribboned cherty appearance and graphitic partings become pervasively sericite altered. 
Disseminated py/po is generally enhanced in the 2-10% range. 

Unit 2Xarbonaceous Phyllites 

This unit tends to weather very recessively and is rarely exposed in outcrop but roads and 
trenching reveal it is a very common unit. The unit is a black fissile graphitic phyllite with 
partings 2-1Omm apart. Original bedding is rare with a penetrative foliation being web 
developed. Occasionally primary bedding is seen with an increased carbonate content or 
more siliceous beds of Unit 1 present. This unit commonly has 3-10% very finely 
disseminated pyrite which in some sections forms moderate gossanous zones. 

Unit 2a-silicified and sericite altered homfels of unit 2 

This unit becomes more intensely altered proximal to the monzonite intrusive and forms an 
aureole of about 500-600 meters of the exposed intrusive. They rocks are strongly 
silicified and albitized? And visually appear as cherts. There is a moderate sericite 
component preserved in foliation planes and occasional moderate graphite bands. 

-6- 
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Typically this unit has 5-10% finely disseminated py, po and surface exposures are quite 
gossanous. 

Unit 3- Mafid Tuff w/ i&stone clasts 

This unit(s)? is relatively rare but offers a very distinctive marker horizon within generally 
nondescript carbonate units. The unit consists of well-foliated chlorite laminations with 
boudins or fragments of limestone 1-5 cm in length in discrete beds. The unit contains a 
moderate amount of interstitial calcite and minor amounts of sericite, with up to 2% tinely 
disseminated pyrite. 

Unit 4- Limestone Grey/White Crystalline 

This unit covers much of the property and forms massive non descript grey-white outcrops 
of 1 mm calcite crystals, bedding is very rare. 

Unit 4a- Silicified Limestone- This subunit is rare but is a more distinctive unit with 
pervasive moderate white silicified matrix with l-4 mm quartz veinlets. 

Unit 4b- Dolomite- Also a rare unit consisting of a tine grained light grey matrix which 
does not react well to HCL acid, likely due to dolomite content. 

Unit 40 Calcite Knot Limestone- Quite a common unit with boudins or fragments of 
calcite in a limestone matrix. These b&dins range from l-10 cmin length and maybe a 
primary debris flow within the limestones. 

Unit 5- Garnetite Skarn 

A very distinct unit which is localized in the northern portion of the property proximal to 
the monzonite intrusive. It is an alteration product of almost complete replacement of 
limestone by the monzonite stock and silk and contacts with limestone are sharp. The unit 
consists of l-30 mm brown-green garnets With little or no matrix (minor sericite and 
calc.silicates). Where exposed the unit often decomposes into gravel consisting ofwell- 
formed garnets. The matrix commonly contains 2-20% disseminated py, po l-5% specular 
hematite,’ l-2% aspy, trace-l% sp,cp,sb. 

Unit 5a- Calcsilicates- Beds of this subunit are present within the garnetite skarn and are 
variable bedded siliceous, garnet-diopside, marble beds on a l-10 cm scale. Sulphides are 
present in the 5-20% range comprised of py, po, aspy, sp, cp, sb in descending order. 

-7- 
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Unit 6- Felsic Dykes 

These dykes and sills are common throughout the pronerty and vary from l-10 meters in 
width and display good strike continuity. No wholerock work has been done to date but 
gradational field relationships indicate these rocks are a tine-grained equivalent of the 
monzonite. 

These sills have an aphanitic felsic matrix wl IO-20% I-3mmplagioclase phenocrysts and 
occasional hornblende, biotite, and quartz phenoctysts. 
These rocks are commonly silicitied and weakly to moderately sericite altered, and rarely 
chlorite altered. They contain between 5-25% disseminated py, po, aspy with occasional 
traces of chalcopyrite, stibnite and galena. These sills appear to directly related to 
mineralization and are present with@ or proximal to skarns,~ replacements and sulphosalt 
veins. 

Unit 7- Monzonite Dykes/Stock 

This lithologjr is exposed mainly in the nortwestem portion of the property where a 
approx. one square kilometer stock of medium grained monzonite is poorly exposed. The 

. 
page of this intrusive is uncertain but IS probably of Mesozoic-Tertiary age. The rock is an 
equigranular unit with phenocrysts ranging in size from 2-8 mm, dominated by plagioclase 
with lesser hornblende, biotite and quartz phenocrysts. A fine matrix is normally 
pervasively sausaritized or sericitized to a moderate degree as are the plagioclase 
phenocrysts. Contact phases and large sills are commonly strongly sericite and argillically 
altered with elevated base and precious metal values. 

Unit 7a- Feldspar Megacrystic Dykes 

This unit is quite common throughout the property and is compositionally equivalent to 
the mo,nzonite. a distinctive feature is the 1.0-l .5 cm crowded plagioclase phenocrysts in a 
pottasic? matrix. 

Unit 8 - Mafic Dykes 

These dykes are reported by previous operators but were not seen in the present program. 

Unit 9- Massive Sulphides 

Massive sulphides consist of 80-95% fine grained to coarse-grained sulphide masses in a 
carbonate-bar&e? gangue. Sulphides vary markedly with contacts on a .5 cm scale from 
tine-grained pyrhotite to coarse-grained pyrite, sphalerite and stibnite. There is a complex 
timing tolsulphide phases but at this time it is poorly understood. 
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Laminated textures are uncommon with a general composition comprised of irregular 
blocks of sulphides which rapidly grade into sulphides of varying composition and 
interfingered karsted limestone blocks are common. 

Unit 9a- Oxides 

- 

Oxides are common on the property and their origin remains debatable as to whether they 
represent surface oxidation or a primary hydrothermal effect during the mineralizing 
system 

Two common varieties of sulphides are seen one being a low specific gravity type with a 
yellow/orange/light brown coloration and the other being a moderate specific gravity 
bright red/brown oxide with remnant sulphide blocks. 

These oxides are composed of hmonite and hemimorphite with variable amounts of 
manganese. To date the yellow oxides appear to assay higher values in Zn but all samples 
carry values in Au, Ag, Pb, Zn, Sb and As. 

4.4- Structure 

,-, 

The stratigraphy strikes N-NW with generally vertical to moderate westerly dips. 
Very little bedding is preserved and structural information is generally rare on the 
property. There is an abundance of Cache Creek carbonates on the property which appear 
to be both underlain and overlain by graphitic phyllite/chert sequences. Previous operators 
have mapped numerous NE trending faults with significant lateral? offsets which have not 
been recognized to date. These NE trending faults reportedly had a number of felsic and 
monzonitic dykes aligned along them and the 1996 work observed the dykes were 
generally axial planar or at very low-angles to bedding and with additional work this 
continues to be the case. Numerous axial planar faults are present including thrust faults 
(i.e. the west side of the 4b zone) which are moderate west dipping. These thrust faults 
and the folding mentioned next are likely related to proximity to the large Pinchi Fault 
which is located near the eastern property border. 

With rare bedding information the fold behavior has been difficult to unravel on the 
property. A number of small scale l-200 cm folds and larger lo-100 meter folds were 
located and often are the focus of mineralization. Mapping on a larger scale emphasizes an 
abundance of carbonates on the southern portion of the property decreasing to the north 
and this is believed to be due to a shallow-moderate northerly plunge of the sequence. 

Regionally folds are typ&lly open but on the Lustdust property folds while not 
isoclinal are generally overturned with moderate west dipping western limbs and steep 
west dipping narrow eastern limbs. 
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This is likely due to proximity to the Pinchi Fault which is believed to have been a m@or 
early thrust fault before si~gmticant right hater& offset. These folds where observed~ have a 
IO&O degree N-NW phrnge~ and as mentmned some axial planar thrusts~are~present. The 
noses of a&forms and potentially syaformal hinges are structurally thickened and appear 
favorable for enhanced thicknesses of m&n&atron. 

4.4- Mineralization 

.- 

,- 

For contiIku&y purposes the various zones on ~the ~property have retained their 
various historic numbers namely the, #l, 2,3, 3 extension, 4, and 4b zones. As previously 
mentioned all mineralization appears to f&m a continuous systems grading from proximal 
skarns, bornfels and porphyry? systems in the northwest through sulphide and oxide 
replacement systems in the central portion of the property to distal~ sulphosalt zones such 
as the # 1 zone. 

Prom the period August 14 &rough August 22, 19998 LDS drilhng of Kamloops 
completed 1103 meters of NQ drilling in 14 holes on the property. These holes will be 
discussed in this, sectian by their locations, an the various zones, and not necessaril,y in then 
order they were drilled,. Paul W&err a well. experi~enced geological. consultant from 
Reno Nevada supervised the drib program and l~ogged the drill core and directed the 
sampling 

(a)-Seetimt W+WN - LD-98-01 (f&s) 

This single hole tested # 1 zone m&ralization in an area tested previously by holes LD 
97-13 and LD-9% 14. The hoie was drihed at -50 degrees to the west from the collar of 
LD-9~7-14. The hole, encountered a narro.w hi~gh-grade massive, sulphide, section on the 
footwaall of a fel~sic dyke. This was over a core section of 3.8 m’s with the only significant 
result an interval from 9.79.9 m’s~ (0:2 m’s) grading, 2.53 g/t Au, 152.3 g/t Ag with 
5.72% Pb, 3.~60% Zn and4.72% Sb. This. is a new sulphide discovery in the foot%& of a 
feh& dyke w&b&r limestone that probably corresponds, tom the upper dyke encountered in 
LD-97-13,. The sign$icance of then hole is it cont%ms the westerly dips Andy fold, patterns of 
the rock units Andy that there is at least two mineralized~ zones within this section 
associated’with feIsi,c dykes, which are generally axial planar. 
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(b)- Section 8+67N - LD-98-13&14~(fig.6 ) 

These two holes tested a #I style vein down dip midway between~ the portal Andy se&m 
1Q+QQN. These holes are difficult to interpret and indications are that LD-9&14 drilled 
closed ta downdip, this. emphasizes~ holes drilled @ 55-70 degrees, ta the west should beg 
avoided unless testing mineralization in fold,noses. Hole LB98-13~ encountered~ the 
sulphosalt vein on the hangurgwah srde of a felsic dyke, which likely is~ equivalent to the 
smfac~e showing_ This zone~was~sampled~t?om~48.6-49.~8 m’s (Urn’s) grading~Q.58 g/t, 
Au, 53.7 g/t Ag, 0.3,5%, Pbj 0~.68% Zrr a& Q.73% Sb.. Grades are lower than the surface 
showing due tom dilution by limestone (only 10-20% sul~phides). Hole LD-98-14 
encountered in excess of 40.0~ m’s of core length of fractured and faulted mineralization 
within a felsic dyke. This appears, to, be largely downdip in a fault and: split? irr the, felsic 
dykes. Nevertheless this is a significant new discovery in a zone with a possible SO-lQ,Q, 
meter true width. Some of the more srgnificant mtersections include: 

80:7-83.0 m’s (2.3 m’s)~grading2.04,g/t Au, g38~.1 g/t Ag, 1.68% Pb, 0.58% Zn 

Numerous other lower values were present in this zone which, will require additional 
testing from the west to determine the true width and,continuity of the zone. Again this 
drilhng reinforces, the multiple vein, systems as part of~the, # 1 zone a&their close 
association with felsie dykes. 

#2 ZONE -1998 Diamond Drilling 

S&ion- 10+4ON~- LD-98-02&03(fig.7) 

The only holes in the 1998 program to test the #2 zone was LD-98-2 & 3. These holes 
were~ drilled~to the west and appear to~have encountered a strongly folded west dipping 
limb afmafic tuffs withy oxides in. the footwalI downdip aftrench 96-30. This i,s likely the 
downdip extensions of the #2 zone which occupies a similar environment to, the #3, zone 
with a slightly more distant felsic dyke. No economic values were encountered but 
anomalous Au, Ag andZn are present. This. area is believed to beg then west,,limb of a 
synform but the small scale folds seen in this section offer excellent structural traps and 
further work in this area is warranted. 

#3~ZONE-1998 Diamond Drilling 

Se&km 1 O+7ON - LD-98-05&z, 06&,,B7zfig.S) 

These holes tested the southwestern limits of the known #3 zone in the area of trench 96- 
29: Hole LD-W-05 tested to the west under the oxide zone trench. 
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This hole encountered three narrow beds of graphitic phyllite with minor oxides within 
the limestone breccia unit. Only weakly elevated values were encountered in this hole 
which does not appear to encounter any downdip extensions of~the trench. Holes 6&7 test 
for downdip extensions of the trench area by drilling to the east. Both holes encountered 
minor to moderate amounts of oxides hosted within limestone. Oxides within LD-98-07 
were.not significant enough to sample but in LD-98-06 an interval from 15.0-16.7 m’s 
(1.7 m’s)~graded,8,53g/tAu; 42.99g/t~Ag, 1.42%,Pb and,4.03% Zn. This suggests the 
trench,area is a shallow west~dipping zone within limestone with anoticeable~absence~of 
mafic tuffs and felsic dykes. 

Sections 1,1+40N - K&98-08&09&10 (fig.9) 

Theseholes complete a section of the #3 ,zone approximately 65 m’s north of the 
previous~ section and~reveal a similar pattern. The malic tuffs overlying the main #3 zone 
are present and’overly the oxides and appear to dip shallowly to the west although this 
dip is exaggerated due the acute angle of drilling. Holes LD-98-OS&O9 test the zone from 
the same pad by drilling to the east and encountered a number of oxide zones and the 
correlations made are only tentative. Any shallow west dipping equivalent of the 96 
trenching appears-weak with no significant values. A more significant oxide appears 
below a felsic dyke with a shallow west dip which would prqject to surface near the road 
at the collar of LD-98-10. In LD-98-08 an interval from 56.4-62. lm’s (5.7m’s) graded 
O.OZgit Au, 7126git Ag, 0.08% Pb and 3.66% Zn. Shorter lengths ran higher values with a 
strong dilution due to limestone ribs in this section. This is a significant new zone and 
may well correlate with oxides in LD-98-06&07 with persistent but somewhat erratic 
grades. Numerous areas of oxides make theses correlations only tentative. Hole LD-98-1~0 
drilled to, the west and appears virtually downdip and emphasizes ,the ineffectiveness of 
holes drilled to the west at moderate dips. 

Section 1 l+SON - LD-98-I 1 (fig.1 0) 

Only hole # 11 was drilled on this section and encountered only a narrow oxide zone 
below the trench area with only weakly anomalous values. From the drilling to date 
grades and~continuity of the oxides appears highly variable. The felsic dyke, seen in holes 
08 & 09 is present deeper in the hole and minor oxides with anomalous values are 
present within a faulted portion of the dyke. The lower oxide zone below the dyke seen in 
holes Q8~ &~ 09 appears absent irrthis section or~maybe below the endof the hole. 

Section 12+35N - LD-98-04 (tig.lp3 

Hole #4 drilled essentially downdip to the west and again emphasizes this orientation 
should not bemused. The fortuitous feature of this hole was its proximity to the footwall of 
the felsic dyke seen in the previous two sections and’the hole did’encounter several 
sections of oxides within limestone. 
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The~besQrades in this h&was an.interval~tiom 62.7-64.8-m’s (2.1. m’s) grading 0;028 
g/t Au, 11.4 g/t Ag, 0.12% Pb and 9.8% Zn. This zone correlates well with the new oxide 
zone encounteredin ID-98-08 in the footwall’of the felsic dyke. This new zone appears 
to be irrthe core of the main antiform of the #3 zone while the bulk of the main #3 zone 
occupies the footwall~ofthe mafic~tuffs of the west~limb. It~is possible~that the fold nose 
where these two zones, would, merge is responsible for, forming the main, #3 zone. 

kSExtensimZone 

Hole 9,g- 12 was then only hole of this program~to test the #3~ extension~zone: This hole 
while drilled~to the west~appears to have effectively tested the downdip extension of the 
zone. Widespread~minor amounts of oxides,were encountered:but no, significant, zone or 
grades~ were found, This emphasizes~ the erratic nature of oxides in this zone possibly due 
to the absence of felsic~ dykes ins this section 
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7; Conclusions-& Recommendations 

The 1998 drilling, continued to encounter numerous and often new zones of 
mineralization in the #l; #2; #3 and #3 extension areas. Dnlhng to the west with 
mod&ate,dips was shownto~be rarely efftitive and: should:generaIl$ be avoid&d:and 
drilling~ should be kept to.E-W sections till the complex folding and~stratigraphy is 
resolved. As is usually the case on this.property new zones of potentially economic 
mineralization. continue to, be founds and:explored:, The program also, emphasizes the 
strustural:complexity and erratic nature of the mineralization and great care must be 
takenin~planning future programs. 

The#l zoneis now known to extend overt a minimumstrikelength of450 meters (and 
remains open on strike and down dip) and~the present progam has confirmed that 
multiple veins of#I: style sulphosalt,veins exist. These veins are closely associated:or 
within~felsic dykes which are axial planar. Holes such as LD-98-14 indicate economic 
grades may reach~widths of Upton 8.0~10.0~meters true,width: HoM14 requires 
additional drilling. from~ the west to confirm grades and~widths andthe entire~ #l, zone area 
requiresadditional.drilling after~ a~detailed~Gompilation~ofthe data&done to,select 
optimal targets. 

Drilling in~the#2 area suggests oxides are in the footwali of matic tuffs ins a~ scenario, 
analogous to the #3 zone and~additional work is warranted~(particularly if the felsic dyke 
moves closer to.the tuffS). 

Thewest limb,of the #3 zone was traced an additional 170 meters of strikes lengthto the 

south with erratic values within a west dipping zone below mafic tuffs. Additiunal work 
below trenches of~strong mineralization~should:be,continued; OFperhaps,greater~ interest 
is a.new “blind” discovery of oxides below a west dipping felsic dyke. This zone was 
encountered ins holes LD~9%04,08, and 09~and should,have~additional~drilling 

The #3. extension zones has had little success tom date and should ibex considered a lower 
priority targetarea than the others mentioned. 
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APPENDIX 3 

STATkMENT OF QUALIh’IFATIONS 
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STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 

I, Graeme Evans, do certify that: 

1) 

2) 

I am a geologist and have practised my profession for the last sixteen years. 

I graduated from the University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British 
Columbia with a Bachelor of Science degree in Geology (1983). 

3) I am a member in good standing with the APEGBC as a professional 
geoscientist. 

4) 

5) 

I was not actively involved and did not supervise the Lustdust program 

All data contained in this report and conclusions drawn from it are true and 
accurate to the best of my knowledge. 

6) I hold no direct or indirect personal interest, in the Lustdust property, which 
is the subject of this report. 

Graeme Evans 
SeniorProject Geologist 

November, 1998 
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APPENDJX 4 

STATEMENT OF COSTS 
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Fax: (604) 939-4981 Phone: (604) 939-7943 
(604) 939-4083 

Coquitlam, BC V3K 328 

LUSTDUST PROGRAM - 1998 

COST SUMMARY FOR ASSESSMENT REPORT 
================================== 

Diamond drilling - 3,643 ft. (includes core boxes 
& sample bags) 

Geologist - August 12-29/98 (18 days), 
Lay out drill holes, mapping & core logging 

Engineer - August 12-27/98 (16 days) 
Surveying & core splitting 

2 Truck rentals (16 days ea.) = 32 x $90 per day 

Assaying 

Food & Lodging (2 persons x 16 days ea.) = 32 x 
$100 per day 

Air travel, fuel & sundry cost items 

Report preparation 

Total 

$59,908.88 

7,200.oo 

4,800.OO 

2,880.OO . 

1,918.65 

3,200.OO 

600.00 

1,500.00 

$82,007.53 
---------- ---------- 




